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Abstract 
Segal, J. and S. Spiei, Quasi embeddings and embeddings of polyhedra in R”‘, Topology and its 
Applications 45 (1992) 275-282. 
We show that the dimension restrictions in C. Weber’s results on embeddings and quasi embeddings 
of polyhedra in IX”’ are necessary in all but a finite number of cases. 
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Introduction 
For each pair of positive integers (m, k), m Z= k, consider the following statement: 
If a k-dimensional (compact) polyhedron quasi embeds in R”, then it embeds in 
R”. For which pairs (m, k) is the statement true? Obviously, using the Menger 
Embedding Theorem (or general position since we consider only polyhedra) one 
has that for (2k-t 1, k), ka0, the statement is true. MardeSiC and Segal [6] have 
shown that for (2, 1) and (2,2) the statement is true. Ganea [3] has shown that the 
statement is true for (2k, k), k f 2, using the work of Shapiro [II] and Wu [17]. 
Weber [ 141 has obtained a more general result by proving that the statement (m, k) 
is true for 2m 3 3( k + 1). Actually, Weber’s result follows from his generalization 
[13] of the Shapiro-Wu result, namely, if for a k-dimensional polyhedron P there 
exists an equivariant map from P” (the “deleted product” of P) into S”-’ with 
2m 2 3( k + l), then P embeds in R”. Moreover, if P quasi embeds in R”, then there 
exists such an equivariant map. 
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On the other hand, MardeSiC and Segal [7] have constructed a k-dimensional 
polyhedron which shows that (k, k), k 2 4, is false. Husch [5] has pointed out that 
this polyhedron also shows that (k, k - l), k 3 4, is false. 
Let us note that Weber’s general theorem has dimension restrictions due to the 
use of the Suspension Isomorphism Theorem and general position arguments. In 
Section 2, we construct a polyhedron R which shows that the restrictions due to 
the former are essential. In fact, we show that Weber’s results are sharp in all but 
a finite number of: cases. More precisely, the statement (M, k), 2m < 3( k + l), m 2 7, 
is false except forthese six cases (10,6), (11,7), (12,8), (22, 14), (23, 15) and (24, 16). 
Combined with previously mentioned results this means these and (3,2), (3,3), 
(4,2), (5,3) and (6,4) are the only remaining open cases. 
Actually, our example R has a somewhat stronger property than quasi embeddabil- 
ity in I&?“‘. In fact, it is quasi homeomorphic to a polyhedron Y in R”, i.e., for each 
e > 0, there is an &-mapping of R onto Y. 
An intermediate step in obtaining the polyhedron R is the construction of a 
k-dimensional polyhedron Q (see Section 1) which has the following property: 
Q embeds in lRk+‘+’ and contains two disjoint spheres of dimensions k and 1, I< k, 
such that for any embedding of Q into [Wk+‘+’ the spheres link with an odd linking 
number. 
A map (continuous function)f: X + Y is said to be an F-map, if for each y Ed, 
diam(f-l(v)) < F. A polyhedron P is said to quasi embed in R” if for each E > 0, 
there is an p-map of P into [Wm. Notation concerning PL-topology follows that of 
Rourke and Sanderson [9]. 
1. An auxiliary construction 
Let Ant2 be an (n +2)-simplex with vertices pO,p,, . . . ,P,,+~. By (Ant2)(k) we 
denote the k-dimensional skeleton of A nt2 in the standard triangulation. For integers 
n, k and 1, such that 0 G I< k and k + 1 = n, by P( k, 1) we denote the polyhedron 
which is the union of (An+2)(k) and the cone C((A”+‘)(‘); a) with the base (A”+‘)(‘) 
and with the vertex at a point a (we assume that (An+2)(k’ n C((A”+*)(‘); a)= 
(An+2)(‘)). By Ak we denote the k-simplex with the vertices pO, p,, . . . , pk, by Akt’ 
the (k+ 1)-simplex with the vertices p,,, p,, . . . , pk+,, by A’ the l-simplex with the 
vertices pk+2, . . , p,,+? and by A’+’ the (I+ 1)-simplex with the vertices 
a~pk+2~~~~~pn+2~ 
Lemma 1.1. There exists a PL-map f: P(k, I)-+ Iw”+’ whose singular set S(f) = 
cl{x 1 x E P( k, I), f-If(x) # x} contains exactly two points, one in the interior of A k and 
the other in the interior of A’+‘. Moreover the discs f(A “) and f(A’“) intersect 
transversally. 
Proof. Let ql, q2, . . , qnt2 be the vertices of an (n + l)-simplex in [Wni’, which we 
denote by A it’. Let q,, be the barycenter of Ai” and C((Ai+‘)(‘-‘); qO) be the cone 
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in Rn+’ with the vertex q0 and the base (A~i’)(k-“. 
barycenter of the (k + in R”+’ with the vertices 
qo, q, , . . . , qk+, . Let h” be the map of the cone C( (An+2)(‘); a) into I%“+’ which is 
linear on each simplex of the cone and such that h” = h’ on (A”+*)(‘) and h”(a) = b. 
One can check that h”( C((A”+‘)(“; a)\Int A ‘+’ is a PL-embedding and that 
h”(C((A”+*)(‘); a)\Int A’-“)n h’((A”+‘)‘“‘) is a subset of h’((A”+*)(“). Therefore 
the map h defined on 
(A”+2)‘“‘u(C((A”+2)‘/). , a)\Int A’“) 
by the maps h’ and h” is a PL-embedding. 
Let d be the barycenter of the k-simplex in R”+’ with the vertices qo, q,, . . . , qk 
and let A:’ be the (I+ 1)-simplex in KG!“+’ with vertices b, qk+2,. . . , qn+2. By g we 
denote the PL-homeomorphsim of A’+’ onto the cone C(aAr’; d) which maps a 
point c of the interior of A’” onto d and pi onto qi for each i= k+2,. . . , n+2, 
and which is linear on each simplex of the triangulation of A’+’ with the vertices 
c, a,pk+2,~..,Pn+2~ 
Observe that g = h on the boundary aA’” and that the discs g(A’+‘) and h(Ak) 
intersect transversally at the point d. One can check that 
g(Int A’+‘) n Im h = g(A’+‘) n h(A”) = {d}. 
Therefore the map f defined on (An-t2)(k)u C( (A”+‘)“‘; a) by the maps h and g 
has the required properties. 0 
Now, we assume that Ant2 is a regular (n +2)-simplex inscribed in the (n + l)- 
sphere S”+’ ={XERn+7JIJXJJ=1}. s ince I < k s n, we can consider P = P( k, I) as the 
subpolyhedron (A nt2)(k) u C((A”“)“‘; a) of A”” with a = 0. By J we denote the 
standard triangulation of P(k, l) and by J* the cell complex defined by 
J*={AxA’lAEJ,A’EJandAnA’=8}. 
Then P” = I._. J” = P x P is a polyhedron with an involution T defined by T(x, y) = 
(Y, x). 
Let f be a map defined by 
f(r Y) = ,,:I;,, 
for each (x, y) E P”. Since x f y for any (x, y) E P”, f is a well-defined equivariant 
map of (P”, T) into (Sn+‘, TA), where T” is the antipodal involution on S”+*. 
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Lemma 1.2. The map f induces a nontrivial homomorphism 
K+,(f) : K+,(P”, T) + x+,(s”+‘, TA) 
of the equivariant homology groups. 
Proof. One can prove that f maps a small neighborhood in P” of the point (p,,, a) 
homeomorphically onto a neighborhood in S”+’ of the point p,, . Also one can check 
that the set of all (n + l)-cells in J” is an equivariant cycle (here 2, is considered 
as the coefficient group). Therefore the equivariant homology class of f(z) is 
nontrivial and thus H,,+,(f) is nontrivial. 0 
Now, let p be a polyhedron obtained from P by removing the interiors of an 
even number 2r of disjoint (I + 1) -discs D, , D2, . . . , D,, in the interior of the simplex 
A ‘+’ and running r pairwise disjoint “tubes” T, , T2, . . , T, between the “holes” 
thus formed (compare [9, p. 671); more precisely, each T, is homeomorphic to 
S’ x [0, 11, T, n T,, = 0 if i # i’ and 
Tn(P\G MD,) =aDzr_,vaD,,=aT, 
for each i=1,2 ,..., r. By i’+’ we denote the polyhedron obtained from A’” by 
this process. Let p : I? + P be a map which is the identity on P\Int A’+’ and such 
that p(Int a”“‘) = Int A’+‘. By .? we denote the family 
(J\{A’+‘}) u A’+‘, 
and by J”* the family 
{AxA’~A~~A’~~andAnA’=0}. 
Then E?* = lJ ?* c 17 x P is a polyhedron with an involution ?? defined by f(x, y) = 
(Y, x). 
Let us now consider the equivariant map p* : (F”, f) + (P”, T) induced by p, i.e., 
p*(x, y) = (p(x), p(y)). Since the map p 1 A’+’ : (A’+‘, ai’+‘) + (A’+‘, aA’+‘) induces 
an isomorphism 
H,+,(p 1 A’+‘) : f&+&i’+‘, da”“) + H,+‘(A’+‘, dA’+‘) 
of the ordinary homology groups, the map p* induces an epimorphism 
K+I(P*):K+I(~*, % K+,(f’*, T*) 
of the equivariant homology groups. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.2, the composition of p* and the map f induces a nontrivial 
homomorphism 
K+,(f o p*) : ff,+,(~*, f) + f&,+,(9’+‘, TA) 
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of the equivariant homology groups. Thus by [18], we obtain 
Lemma 1.3. The Smith index of (p*, ?‘*) is equal to n + 1 
Now, let us denote by Q the polyhedron 
P\Int A’+‘= (A”+‘)(‘)u C((A”+*)‘“\Int A’; a). 
By Lemma 1.1, Q can be embedded in S”+‘. Let us recall that da”” and ,A’+’ are 
two disjoint spheres in Q. 
Suppose that an l-sphere S’ is embedded in S”+’ and that f is a map of an 
oriented k-sphere S” into S”‘+‘\S’, where n = k+ 1. By the homological linking 
number of f we understand the image by H,,(f) of the generator of Hk(Sk) in 
&(S”+‘\S’) =z. 
Lemma 1.4. Let 0 < I< k and let f: Q + S”+’ be a PL-map such that 
(a) f\dA It’ is a PL-embedding, and 
(b) f(A’) n f(A”) = 0 for any two disjoint closed simplexes of the standard triangula- 
tion of Q. 
Then the homological linking number of the map 
f~dAk+‘:dAh+‘+S”+‘\f(dA’+‘) 
is odd. 
Proof. We may assume that the map f is in general position. Since (n + 1) - 1 c 3, 
f (dA’+‘) is a locally flat unknotted PL-sphere in S”+’ (see [9]). Thus there exists 
an (n + 1)-dimensional PL-ball D’+’ with dD’+’ = f (,A”‘). By general position we 
may assume that D’+’ and f (,A’+’ m ersect transversally and that D’+’ n 
f (S(f ldAk+‘)) =0 since (1+1)+(2k-n))<i+l. . 
Suppose on the contrary that the homological linking number of the map f IdA”+’ 
is even. Then the intersection D’+’ u f (da”-‘) contains an even number of points, 
say a, a2, . . . , a2r, all of them contained in Int D’+‘. 
We modify D by removing the interiors of 2r pairwise disjoint (I+ 1)-discs 
D’rD?,..., DZr, such that ai E Int D, for each i = 1,2,. . . ,2r, and by running r 
pairwise disjoint “tubes” T,, T,, . . . , T, between the “holes” thus formed. We 
assume that each “tube” T, goes along a PL-arc in f (dA ki’) joining the points azi_’ 
and a,, and missing the image of the singular set off ldAkt’. Thus we can also 
assume that T, n (D’+’ u f (dA kt’ )) = d D2,-, u do,,. Also we can assume that each 
T, is disjoint with the image f (Qchp” ) of the (k - 1)-skeleton of Q by general 
position since (k - 1) + (l+ 1) = n ==z n + 1. The resulting polyhedron we denote by 6. 
* _ 
We can define a map f: P + S”+’ such that f = f on Q and f (b’+‘) = fi. Observe 
that if (A x A’) E J”“, i.e., A E j, A’E .? and A n A’ = 0, then?(A) nf(A’) = 0. Therefore 
we can define an equivariant map y of P* into S” by the formula 
g*cx, Y) = ,,;I:,, 
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for each (x, y) E F*. B y [18], it follows that the Smith index of I?* is <n, which 
contradicts Lemma 1.3. 0 
2. Example 
We keep the notation of P we denote the 
polyhedron P(k, 2). We will modify the polyhedron P to obtain the polyhedron R 
mentioned in the introduction. We use higher dimensional finger moves (cf [2]) 
which were described by E. V. Shchepin at the Khabarovsk Conference, 1988 (cf. 
1121). 
We assume now, that k and I are positive integers such that 21 G k. Let f: P -+ KS”+‘, 
where n = k + 1, be a PL-map which has the properties required by Lemma 1.1. Let 
D n-+1 be a regular neighborhood of the point d so small that 
D ““nf(P)~f(Int Ak)vf(Int A’“). 
The intersections D”+’ nf(A’“) and D”+’ nf(A”) are PL-balls of dimensions I+ 1 
and k respectively, which we denote by D’+’ and Dk respectively. Observe that 
f]f-‘( Q’), where Q’ =f( P)\Int D’+‘, is a PL-embedding. 
Let (Y be a generator of the homotopy group r,(S) of the f-sphere S = JD’+‘. The 
Whitehead product [a, a] (considered as an element of rrz,_,(S)) can be written 
(see [16]) as the homotopy class of WOU, where 
(a) u : S2’-’ = S’-’ x B’ ” B’ x S” + S’v S’ is a map with fibers S” x {x} and 
{x} x S” for each x E Int B’ and the fiber S’-’ x S’-I; where B’ is an f-ball and 
S” = aB’, and 
(b) w: S’v S’+ S is the “folding” onto S, i.e., w restricted to each S’ is a 
homeomorphism. 
Now, let D be a k-dimensional PL-disc in Int D”. We make a finger move of D 
in the interior of the ball D”+’ along an arc joining a point USE Int D with a point 
a, E Int D’+‘\ D, to get a PL-map g : Dk + D”+’ which is the identity on D”\D and 
a homeomorphism on D. The arising intersection g(D) n ( Dk\ D) is of dimension 
2k - (n + 1) = k - I- 1 and is contained in Int D”+‘; g(D) and D“\D are assumed 
to intersect transversally. We can represent a regular neighborhood B”+’ of an 
arbitrary point of this intersection as the product Bkp” x B’+’ x B’+’ of balls with 
Bk-‘-’ corresponding to the intersection and the copies of Bkm” x B’+’ to g(D) 
and D”\D, respectively. In a neighborhood of a we have the “characteristic” torus 
T = (0) x dB’+’ x aB’+’ (here 0 is the center of the ball Bkm’-‘). With appropriate 
orientations the inclusions (0) x dB’+’ x (0) and (0) x (0) x c?B’” into D”+‘, g(Dk) 
are both homotopic in D”+‘\g(D“) to the inclusion S-, D”+‘\g(Dk) (cf [2, pp. 
3-51). Therefore the composition of the map w and the inclusion Sq D”+‘\g( Dk) 
is homotopic in D”+‘\g(Dk) to a map which is the composition of the inclusion 
S’ v S’ L, S’ x S’ with a homeomorphism S’ x S’ + T and the inclusion T-, 
D”+‘\g( Dk); here we consider S’ v S’ as the subset S’ x {S,} u {S,} x S’ of S’ X S’, 
where So E S’. 
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Since there is an obvious extension B’ x B’ + S’ x S’ of the composition of the 
map v with the inclusion S’ v S’-, S’ x S’ the map wov composed with the inclusion 
Sy D”+‘\g( Dk) is homotopically trivial. 
Let r:B’xB’+D”+’ \g(D”) be a PL-map such that r = wov on S2’-‘. By A:’ 
we denote the union of A’“\f-‘(Int D’+‘) and r(B’ x B’) with f’(S) and S iden- 
tified by the mapJ: Then by R we denote the polyhedron Q u A:‘, where Q n A:’ = 
da”‘. Let us also denote by Y the polyhedron (Q’\Int Dk) u g(Dk) u 
r( B’ x I?‘) c Rn+‘. 
Lemma 2.1. The polyhedron R is quasi homeomorphic to Y. 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given and let a& and ai be points in Int Dk with distance less 
than E. Let g’: Dk + D”+’ be a PL-map obtained by making a finger move along an 
arc joining a; and a;. We can assume that the diameter of the singular set of g’ is 
less than F. Let Y’ be the union of copies of (Q’\D’)u g’(Dk) and r(Bk x Bk) 
which intersect along the sphere S. Then there exists a continuous map g’: R + Y’ 
such that the singular sets S($) and S(g’) coincide. Therefore g’ is an E-mapping. 
The lemma follows since Y and Y’ are homeomorphic. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let k and 1 be positive integers such that 21 G k and 1 #I, 3 or 7. Then 
the polyhedron R does not embed in IX”+‘, where n = k + 1. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there is an embedding h : R + S”+‘. We consider 
a PL-approximation h’: R + S”+’ of h so close to h that 
(i) h’(AF’) n h’(aA ktl) = (d and 
(ii) h’(A’) n h’(A”) = 0 for any two disjoint simplexes of the standard triangulation 
of Q. 
Since I< k s (n + 1) -3, by [8] (see also [lo]), we may assume that h’laA’+’ and 
h’laA’+’ are PL-embeddings. 
By Lemma 1.4, the spheres ,‘(,A’+‘) and h’(aAk+‘) link with an odd linking 
number, say p. Since k s (n + 1) - 3, h’(aA’-“) is an unknotted sphere in S”+‘, and 
the complement S”+‘\h’(dAl‘+‘) has a homotopy type of the I-sphere S’. By [16], 
the homotopy class of the map 
h’,z wo u : s*‘-’ + Sn+‘\hr@Ak+‘) 
can be considered as an element p’[cr, a] of n2,_,(S’, *), which is nontrivial since 
p2 is odd and [a, (Y] is either of infinite order or of order 2 (see [4, pp. 335-3361, 
cf. [l, 151). On the other hand the map h’o wov is homotopically trivial in 
S”+‘\h’(aAk+‘) since it can be extended to the map h’or of B’x B’ into 
S”+‘\h’(aA k+‘). 0 
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As a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain the following 
Theorem 2.3. Let (m, k) be a pair of positive integers such that 3k z 2(m - l), m 2 7, 
and not equal to (10,6), (11,7), (12,8), (22,14), (23,15) or (24,16). Then there 
exists a k-dimensionalpolyhedron which quasi embeds in R” but which does not embed 
in R”. 
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